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everything you need to succeed.
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I. Coaching Philosophy

CTA's coaching philosophy is aligned with the International Coach Federation's philosophy 
of coaching.  Coaching is a co-creative process between a coach and client.  Coaching honors
the client as being creative, resourceful and whole, the expert on themselves.  Through the 
coaching process clients tap into their own knowledge, wisdom and vision to create new 
awareness, intent and opportunities for success. Coaches partner with clients to clarify the 
client’s agenda, listening deeply and effectively and ask powerful questions that allow for a 
client's self-discovery.

II. Training Delivery

The Certified Coach Program is a combination of live teleconferencing, online media, and 
interactive software downloaded directly to your computer.  

III. Learning Model

a.   Four Pillars of Wisdom
Information, data, knowledge, education, and learning are words often used interchangeably as 
if they have approximate meanings. Without definition they could almost work this way. The 
fact is they all mean something very specific and different from one another.

Data
Raw data can be, but isn't necessarily, information. Unless it informs us through its structure 
and configuration, the value of data is limited.

Information
Likewise, information is not knowledge. Information requires a frame of reference that enables 
relativity. We can only learn new ideas and concepts based on how they relate to what we 
already know.

Experience
The process of data becoming information and information becoming knowledge is the process 
of communicating, thinking and experiencing. Learning is converting accurate data into usable 
information, and then experiencing results through application. This process is known as 
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knowledge transfer. The flow and speed of this intellectual transfer is dependent upon the level 
of interest and motivation of the learner.

Knowledge
The swiftest vehicle for knowledge transfer is learners encountering real ideas, events, and 
information in meaningful contexts. Essentially, connecting knowledge and life.

Roger Schank, a Northwestern University professor and author of The Connoisseur's Guide to 
the Mind, believes one can deal with new arenas of knowledge if one knows how to learn, how 
to find out about what is known, and how to abandon old ideas when they are worn out. This 
means teaching ways of developing good questions rather than memorizing known answers.

The final leap to Wisdom is in the hands of the learner. How new knowledge is used can only be 
determined by those who possess it.

In brief, these are the four pillars:

• DATA - ways of expressing things, representation of facts
• INFORMATION - arrangement of data into meaningful patterns
• EXPERIENCE - application and productive use of information
• KNOWLEDGE - practical understanding through experience

Words (data, information) allow theoretical understanding. Experience enables practical 
knowledge. Accumulated wisdom is the discerning use of knowledge over time.

Coaching Tools
Accumulating wisdom is often accomplished through feelings, instincts, and intuition. These are 
the tools of wisdom and the primary tools of coaches.

This entails looping around the learning cycle many times; a task best accomplished with 
passion, persistence, and patience. As you might imagine, there are many details that span 
these pillars.

b.   Circle of Learning
We all have multiple intelligences and favorite ways to learn. The fact is, we learn best and we 
learn the fastest when the lessons match our individual learning style.
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See, Listen, Do

Some of us prefer using our visual intelligence and learn by reading and visualizing. Others 
prefer to employ their auditory and verbal intelligence and learn best by listening and 
communicating. Still others of us are adept at learning by doing, touching, and feeling (also 
known as kinesthetic intelligence).

You will revolve and evolve as you work your way around the circle and through the course. The 
"knowledge transfer" becomes comfortable, impactful, and second nature.

You will:
• Review class notes, supporting articles, and library materials in the course 

software (included)
• Listen to the recorded classes, as many times as you like, for content and real-life 

examples.
• Interact with other coaches and ask questions of the instructors in live weekly 

mentoring groups
• Perform the Action Challenges and participate in Coach the Coach practicums 

throughout the program
• Teach and lead: In the latter part of the course you will facilitate private group 

coaching sessions (optional)

What's Your Style?

How do you learn best? What is the best way for you to retain information presented to you?

Research has found that, on average, we remember…

• 20% of what we read
• 30% of what we hear
• 50% of what we say
• 60% of what we do, and
• 90% of what we see, hear, say and do
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The LearnMore System integrates multiple learning styles into all courses and programs. The 
result is a multi-sensory learning experience that continuously guides the participant toward 
mastery in their chosen field.

c.   Three Legged Stool

The Difference

What sets CTA programs apart is a multidimensional emphasis on all the components of a 
successful practice. In addition to the essential coaching skills, participants learn and apply 
business development and professional practice marketing expertise.

This comprehensive training can be compared to a 3-legged stool:

Coaching skills
Business skills
Marketing skills

All are necessary for a Professional Coaching Practice to stand strong, balanced, and secure. If 
one leg is missing, the practice falls. All three of these competencies are woven together in an 
easy-to-understand and easy-to-implement system.

IV. Curriculum
Coach Training Accelerator
http://www.coachtrainingalliance.com/bookstore/accelerator.php

V. ICF Accreditation
As of 9/8/2004, Coach Training Alliance is accredited by ICF and has met the criteria for 
Approved Coach Specific Training Hours (ACSTH). Please see our listing on the ICF ACSTH web 
page: http://www.coachfederation.org/getcredentialed/
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VI. Certification
 You may call yourself a Certified Coach and can apply the lettered credential of CTACC to your 
name. Additionally, you can put our Coach Training Alliance Certified Coach logo on your 
website and link to our website. 

VII. Reputation
CTA has trained and certified over 8,000 coaches from 13 countries.
 
VIII. Faculty
http://www.coachtrainingalliance.com/webfront/faculty/

Coach Training Alliance is a collection of the finest educators, mentors, coaches, and facilitators 
in the profession of coaching.  Over the last decade we have assembled a team of proven faculty
that are today the leaders in their fields and niches.  Our faculty have published over 2 dozen 
books in their field and are all "real life" practicing coaches.  Together they have developed the 
ultimate coach training programs delivered in the most economical and efficient way.  We are 
proud that our faculty have been affiliated with CTA on average over 7 years- their passion to 
share the benefits of the coaching profession inspires us and will inspire you.

All of our CTA mentor coaches are CTA graduates that are successful, established coaches.  Our 
All of our faculty are authors, speakers and trained teleclass leaders. Many have developed their
own specialty trainings that are offered through the CTA Graduate School of Coaching. 
 

IX. Tuition

Full tuition i $3,247 and payment includes everything you need to graduate and become 
certified.  Weekly calls by teleclass, curriculum, exam fee, certification costs, website, CTA coach
directory and access to the CTA graduate community are all part of the tuition.
 There are no hidden charges, no extra fees for testing or certification, no cost for additional 
books or course software. It's all included.  We offer a seven month payment plan and a 
financing option. 

X. Center for Life Long Learning - The Graduate School of Coaching
Over the last decade, CTA has created rich, reliable, seasoned resources to continue the growth 
and success of your coaching skill set and your coaching practice. Our course selection, ranging 
from niche specific deep coaching knowledge to broad ever-useful coaching tool sets, were 
selected and created with you, the active, practicing coach in mind.
http://www.coachtrainingalliance.com/LifeLongLearning
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